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Background: Internet Scanning & Internet  Telescopes

Goal: representative data on adversaries

Apparatus: Internet Telescopes
Routed regions of IPv4 address space
Receive but (usually) don’t respond to traffic
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The Changing Internet (Measurement) Landscape

Rise of Public Clouds
Adversaries target valuable IP ranges

Semantics Moving up Protocol Stack
Passive measurement is incomplete

Sophisticated & Distributed Adversaries
Fixed footprints miss adversarial response

DSCOPE: A Cloud-Native Internet Telescope

Darknet telescopes have incomplete coverage:
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An Internet Telescope for the Modern Internet

DSCOPE: A Cloud-Native Internet Telescope

Representative Traffic
Deployed to targeted cloud IP address ranges

Interactivity
Collects application-layer banner information
Elicits deeper adversarial behavior

Agile through the IP address space
IP footprint varies over time



DSCOPE: A Global, Dynamic, Interactive Cloud Telescope

DSCOPE: A Cloud-Native Internet Telescope
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DSCOPE: A Global, Dynamic, Interactive Cloud Telescope and Analysis Platform!
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DSCOPE by the numbers:

DSCOPE: A Cloud-Native Internet Telescope

2+ years of collected traffic

6.3M IPv4s

110k /24 networks
More than any other telescope

>15M source IPs measured



Results: 18 findings on cloud-based Internet measurement
Table 1: Findings of our measurement study. Metrics are detailed in corresponding sections.

Finding Metric

Cloud Targeting (Section 4)
(F1) An interactive cloud telescope receives traffic from substantially more IP addresses. 73% more traffic
(F2) Cloud IP traffic is more variable than darknets. 95% higher sIP
(F3) Scanners target cloud IP ranges or avoid telescopes. 450⇥ higher than expected under H0
(F4) Scanners that are seen by both darknet/cloud telescopes are largely untargeted. N/A
(F5) Scans targeting existing telescopes are primarily random. N/A

Interactivity & Service Lifecycle (Section 5)
(F6) Some scanner IPs demonstrate clearly non-random behavior. 1.7% of traffic (p < 10�4)
(F7) Delayed scanners leverage information from other sources to target responsive IPs. > 90% discernible source
(F8) Delayed scanners are not seen by existing darknet telescopes. 90% telescope avoidance (p < 10�4)

Intra-cloud Targeting (Section 6)
(F9) Quantity of scanners differs across cloud regions, but intra-region variance dominates.±0.3s variation between regions
(F10) Source IP variance differs between regions. 6⇥ variation in s
(F11) Scanners target cloud IP addresses based on outdated data. 21% fewer scanners to 2021 AWS IPs
(F12) Traffic to individual regions is largely consistent with untargeted scanning. < 10% regional targeting
(F13) Some sophisticated scanners precisely target physical regions within cloud IP blocks. 4⇥ background rate for region/port
(F14) Scanners show minimal preference to groups of regions in similar geographies. 0.02 lower overlap in same-geography

Optimizing Collection (Section 7)
(F15) Observed traffic increases over time after instance deployment, but only to a point. 67% increase
(F16) Scanners targeting ORION are less likely to be reactive. 34% increase
(F17) Short-lived use of IP addresses maximizes economical yield of new behavior. < 10min for max yield
(F18) Extended measurement on a given IP is not necessary to achieve high coverage. 90% IP coverage at 72 minutes

traffic is largely consistent with random scanning or backscat-
ter, our analysis shows that DSCOPE receives 450⇥ as much
cloud-targeted traffic as would be expected under random
scanning. Further, DSCOPE’s interactivity and movement
through the IP space allows characterization of scanners
reactive to the service lifecycle. Specifically, our statistical
analysis identifies scanners reactive to interactivity from
DSCOPE and demonstrates information-flow relationships
between initial and follow-up scans.

Focusing on DSCOPE’s deployment, we study how IP
addresses within AWS differ in traffic phenomenon. We find
that scanner targeting is relatively homogeneous across cloud
regions. Surprisingly, we find that much of the observed
cloud-targeted traffic is correlated with when, not where, AWS
provisioned IP address space: IP addresses recently acquired
by Amazon receive traffic from 21% fewer scanners than
long-standing IP ranges. This suggests that, not only are scan-
ners targeting cloud IP address ranges, but the IP lists used
in this targeting are in many cases outdated or hard-coded.

Finally, we seek to understand optimal strategies for cloud
telescope deployment. By estimating the overall distribution
of traffic timing towards cloud services and accounting for
the fixed and variable costs of deployment, we demonstrate
that an adaptive telescope strategy that moves between IP ad-
dresses achieves remarkably high coverage in very little time.
Indeed, our results suggest that optimal price performance
is achieved in under 8 minutes, and 90% of the steady state
traffic to a given IP address will be seen after only 72 minutes.

Cloud-based measurement provides a new capability
for understanding scanning and attack phenomena on the
Internet and opens access to data previously only available to
connected organizations. By sharing our collection method-
ology, we anticipate that subsequent studies can use our data
and techniques to answer new measurement questions and
provision countermeasures more rapidly and effectively.

2 Background

Measurement-based studies of Internet traffic and systems
have provided important insights on performance [6] and
security [21]. Standard techniques for measurement-based
study of security-related issues include: (1) instrumenting
deployed systems [14, 36, 40], (2) deploying specialized
systems in the network [10, 35], (3) harnessing existing data
feeds [7, 44], and (4) active probing [13].

In the space of (IP) endpoint measurement, conventional
techniques can be broadly categorized into telescopes (sys-
tems deployed on unused IP addresses that passively collect
traffic from the broader Internet) and honeypots (interactive
systems deployed on unused IP addresses that emulate real
systems to elicit interesting/adversarial behavior). Telescopes
have been deployed on large IP address blocks, which in
turn require expensive hardware and complex techniques
to manage the flood of incoming traffic [11]. Studies that
have developed monitoring systems that are interactive and
scalable [5, 47] align with our goals and inform our work.
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ter, our analysis shows that DSCOPE receives 450⇥ as much
cloud-targeted traffic as would be expected under random
scanning. Further, DSCOPE’s interactivity and movement
through the IP space allows characterization of scanners
reactive to the service lifecycle. Specifically, our statistical
analysis identifies scanners reactive to interactivity from
DSCOPE and demonstrates information-flow relationships
between initial and follow-up scans.

Focusing on DSCOPE’s deployment, we study how IP
addresses within AWS differ in traffic phenomenon. We find
that scanner targeting is relatively homogeneous across cloud
regions. Surprisingly, we find that much of the observed
cloud-targeted traffic is correlated with when, not where, AWS
provisioned IP address space: IP addresses recently acquired
by Amazon receive traffic from 21% fewer scanners than
long-standing IP ranges. This suggests that, not only are scan-
ners targeting cloud IP address ranges, but the IP lists used
in this targeting are in many cases outdated or hard-coded.

Finally, we seek to understand optimal strategies for cloud
telescope deployment. By estimating the overall distribution
of traffic timing towards cloud services and accounting for
the fixed and variable costs of deployment, we demonstrate
that an adaptive telescope strategy that moves between IP ad-
dresses achieves remarkably high coverage in very little time.
Indeed, our results suggest that optimal price performance
is achieved in under 8 minutes, and 90% of the steady state
traffic to a given IP address will be seen after only 72 minutes.

Cloud-based measurement provides a new capability
for understanding scanning and attack phenomena on the
Internet and opens access to data previously only available to
connected organizations. By sharing our collection method-
ology, we anticipate that subsequent studies can use our data
and techniques to answer new measurement questions and
provision countermeasures more rapidly and effectively.

2 Background

Measurement-based studies of Internet traffic and systems
have provided important insights on performance [6] and
security [21]. Standard techniques for measurement-based
study of security-related issues include: (1) instrumenting
deployed systems [14, 36, 40], (2) deploying specialized
systems in the network [10, 35], (3) harnessing existing data
feeds [7, 44], and (4) active probing [13].

In the space of (IP) endpoint measurement, conventional
techniques can be broadly categorized into telescopes (sys-
tems deployed on unused IP addresses that passively collect
traffic from the broader Internet) and honeypots (interactive
systems deployed on unused IP addresses that emulate real
systems to elicit interesting/adversarial behavior). Telescopes
have been deployed on large IP address blocks, which in
turn require expensive hardware and complex techniques
to manage the flood of incoming traffic [11]. Studies that
have developed monitoring systems that are interactive and
scalable [5, 47] align with our goals and inform our work.
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traffic is largely consistent with random scanning or backscat-
ter, our analysis shows that DSCOPE receives 450⇥ as much
cloud-targeted traffic as would be expected under random
scanning. Further, DSCOPE’s interactivity and movement
through the IP space allows characterization of scanners
reactive to the service lifecycle. Specifically, our statistical
analysis identifies scanners reactive to interactivity from
DSCOPE and demonstrates information-flow relationships
between initial and follow-up scans.

Focusing on DSCOPE’s deployment, we study how IP
addresses within AWS differ in traffic phenomenon. We find
that scanner targeting is relatively homogeneous across cloud
regions. Surprisingly, we find that much of the observed
cloud-targeted traffic is correlated with when, not where, AWS
provisioned IP address space: IP addresses recently acquired
by Amazon receive traffic from 21% fewer scanners than
long-standing IP ranges. This suggests that, not only are scan-
ners targeting cloud IP address ranges, but the IP lists used
in this targeting are in many cases outdated or hard-coded.

Finally, we seek to understand optimal strategies for cloud
telescope deployment. By estimating the overall distribution
of traffic timing towards cloud services and accounting for
the fixed and variable costs of deployment, we demonstrate
that an adaptive telescope strategy that moves between IP ad-
dresses achieves remarkably high coverage in very little time.
Indeed, our results suggest that optimal price performance
is achieved in under 8 minutes, and 90% of the steady state
traffic to a given IP address will be seen after only 72 minutes.

Cloud-based measurement provides a new capability
for understanding scanning and attack phenomena on the
Internet and opens access to data previously only available to
connected organizations. By sharing our collection method-
ology, we anticipate that subsequent studies can use our data
and techniques to answer new measurement questions and
provision countermeasures more rapidly and effectively.

2 Background

Measurement-based studies of Internet traffic and systems
have provided important insights on performance [6] and
security [21]. Standard techniques for measurement-based
study of security-related issues include: (1) instrumenting
deployed systems [14, 36, 40], (2) deploying specialized
systems in the network [10, 35], (3) harnessing existing data
feeds [7, 44], and (4) active probing [13].

In the space of (IP) endpoint measurement, conventional
techniques can be broadly categorized into telescopes (sys-
tems deployed on unused IP addresses that passively collect
traffic from the broader Internet) and honeypots (interactive
systems deployed on unused IP addresses that emulate real
systems to elicit interesting/adversarial behavior). Telescopes
have been deployed on large IP address blocks, which in
turn require expensive hardware and complex techniques
to manage the flood of incoming traffic [11]. Studies that
have developed monitoring systems that are interactive and
scalable [5, 47] align with our goals and inform our work.
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Question: does interactivity induce adversarial response?
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Figure 6: CDFs of first-arrival-times from most aberrant
source IPs (by KS-test p-value). Lower cluster represents de-
layed scanning, while upper cluster represents leading traffic.

maximize coverage (Section 7). Note that, even when traffic
arrival times follow some pattern, IP addresses are allocated
randomly, so the arrival time is still random with respect
to the time IPs are allocated.

Characterizing Random Behavior Because random client
behavior is the most readily modeled, we begin by validating
the assumption that observed client behavior follows this
distribution. Suppose some client (e.g., a source IP address
or ASN) connects randomly via a Poisson process to a
subset of the IPs observed. For a given IP address allocated
for measurement, the time-to-first-contact from that client
will follow an exponential distribution. Further, suppose we
measure a given IP for a fixed duration m. For clients that do
connect to our IP address within that duration, the time they
are first observed will follow a right-truncated exponential
distribution [12] with the following density function:

fT (t) =
le�lt

1� e�lm (0 <= t <= m)

where m is the maximum collection duration. If a client is
not observed on a given IP address during the measurement
window there are two possibilities: (1) the client would
have connected at a future time t > m, or (2) the client
would never have connected. Given this distribution, and
the times of first observation for some client on all measured
IPs, we can perform a parameter estimation of l using
maximum-likelihood-estimation.

Identifying Non-random Behavior With our model of
random behavior established, we identify when client traffic
does not follow this pattern. For a given client (IP address or
ASN), we compute a null-hypothesis arrival time distribution

using MLE, then perform a Kolmogorov-Smirnov test1
of arrival times against that distribution. This statistical
test evaluates the null hypothesis that the arrival times are
exponential-distributed with the estimated parameter, and low
p-values reject the null hypothesis and suggest the data is not
exponential-distributed. Because our IP allocations are ran-
domly distributed in time, a client showing non-exponential
behavior must be leveraging information about the server be-
fore connecting, such as traffic measured by another client or
targeting a specific IP address range. In this way, DSCOPE’s
collection architecture offers a unique opportunity to
rigorously characterize the time-series behavior of scanners.

Finding 6 - While the majority of traffic is consistent with
random scanning, some IPs demonstrate clearly non-random
behavior. Applying our test statistic to inbound traffic finds
that the vast majority of source addresses (99.99%) exhibit
Poisson scanning. 25 addresses reject the null hypothesis
at p < 0.0001, implying that scanning activity is not Poisson
distributed. Plotting these first-arrival-times from these
IPs (Figure 6) shows a stark contrast with expected Poisson
behavior. Despite being only 0.01% of source IPs observed,
these sources account for 1.7% of overall traffic. It is likely
that additional traffic is also non-random and would be
identified by analyzing DSCOPE’s data over a longer period.

We see two distinct modalities of non-Poisson traffic:

1. Delayed scanning. Traffic is delayed from the expected
distribution. This may be caused by the scanner
reacting to scans from some other source. For instance,
a command-and-control server for a botnet could
receive initial scanning results and then perform more
targeted scans. 11 sources were statistically significant
delayed scanning.

2. Leading traffic. Traffic exhibits high-rate Poisson
behavior, but also has lower-rate behavior. The most
likely explanation of this is that the scanner is scanning
different IP ranges at differing rates. 14 sources were
statistically significant for leading traffic.

Leading traffic shows substantial overlap with scanner IPs
seen by Merit. As this traffic is not reactive to service lifecycle,
a non-responsive telescope could still receive such traffic due
to heterogeneous targeting of the IPv4 address space by a scan-
ner. However, the ability to characterize such traffic is only
possible because of DSCOPE’s varied IP address footprint.

1Note that while use of a KS test against distributions with estimated pa-
rameters is not valid in general, the induced error for an exponential distribu-
tion has been well-characterized and is not material at the p-values used [33].

Approach: Goodness-of-fit (K-S) test

Interactivity: Service Lifecycle and follow-on scans

Botnet (Random)

Adversary
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DSCOPE: A Cloud-Native Internet Telescope

Question: does interactivity induce adversarial response?

Responsive to service interactivity

DSCOPE’s interactivity causes 
follow-on scans from 

sophisticated adversaries.

Interactivity: Service Lifecycle and follow-on scans

Expected Distribution (Non-responsive scanning)



Challenge: Every cloud IP is unique:
• IP address history
• Latent configuration

DSCOPE: A Cloud-Native Internet Telescope

DSCOPE’s large footprint 
allows for elimination of 

confounding factors.
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Scanners Targeting us1?
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Cloud Traffic Distributions & Statistical Validity



Goal: Max coverage with min cost (IP-hours)

DSCOPE: A Cloud-Native Internet Telescope
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Cost Optimization: How long should DSCOPE hold IPs?



Goal: Max coverage with min cost (IP-hours)

DSCOPE: A Cloud-Native Internet Telescope
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DSCOPE’s deployment can be 
optimized for high coverage 

or economical yield of 
Internet phenomena.

Cost Optimization: How long should DSCOPE hold IPs?



Takeaways – DSCOPE achieves:

DSCOPE: A Cloud-Native Internet Telescope

Representative Traffic and Global Coverage

Interactivity & Service Lifecycle

Agility through IP Space

Price Performance

One more thing…



DSCOPE: A Cloud-Native Internet Telescope

Data Products
• Standard formats (JSON, PCAP)
• 2+ years of data (more daily)
• Data sharing agreements WIP

Interactive Visualizations
• Emergent Threats
• Cloud Scanning
• Deployment Health

DSCOPE.ORG and Open Data

epauley@cs.wisc.edu 

dscope.org/sec23


